The purpose of this note is to show that even in a class of very simple Seifert spaces fibered over the circle in the sense of Stallings [3], the fiber is not unique. The examples presented are 3-manifolds of the form Tij^XS1 where Tig) denotes a closed connected orientable 2-manifold of genus g, g^2. In particular we show that each of these manifolds fiber over the circle in an infinite number of essentially distinct ways.
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Theorem.
Let g^2. For every integer wjäO there is a fibering of Tig) XS1 over the circle with fiber Tim) where m = g-\-nig -l).
Proof. Assume Tim) is in 3-space with w+1 handles of genus g -1 symmetric about one hole as pictured below for the case when g = 3 and w = 2, i.e. T(7). + Z Figure 1 Let h: Tim)->T(m) be the homeomorphism given by a rotation of 27t/» + 1 degrees about the y-axis, h generates a free cyclic group action on Tim) of order «+1. Let M be the 3-manifold obtained from Tim)XI by pasting the boundary components Tim)x{o} and Tim) X {1} together by the homeomorphism h, or equivalently, let M = Tim) XR/ {ix, t) ~ihix), t+1)} where R denotes the real num- It is easy to check that this is a well-defined free action.
By [l, Theorem 2] M is homeomorphic to a manifold M with a standard SO(2) action {b; (0, g, 0, 0)} where g denotes the genus of the orbit space Af/SO(2). Briefly M can be described as follows. Let SO(2) operate on T(g) XS1 by e X (m X e )->(m X e e ).
Remove an invariant tubular neighborhood generated by the interior of a closed disk neighborhood D in T(g). Now equivariantly sew the solid torus DXS1 back in by a homeomorphism matching principal orbits but sending a cross-section meridian m on DX^1 to a crosssectional curve q on Bd(T(g)XSl-DXS1) satisfying the homology relation q ~m'+bh where A is a principal orbit and m' a meridianal curve. The resulting space is M with the standard action. 
